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⇜I AM NOT IANDOR⇝
I am not Iandor and these are not the confessions

you have been promised. Oh, I know you'll
want them. They're hot and sticky enough.
Iandor's like that - eager to shock and fearful of monotony setting in. On Iandor's current mission for instance there is an amazing sexual encounter that arises
during Iandor's recapitulation of the evolution of the
intelligent species Pronosics on the target planet
Prono. (I prefer the alternate spelling: Pronostics. It is
more descriptive of this dreamy bunch of astral freakers.)

He carried around
A bowl of marbles
And looks for the place
Where the warbler warbles

Miscegenation is not Iandor's mission. Don't get me
wrong. Iandor is an eagle scout told in future tense.
But, this is not exactly another tale of time and space.
For one thing, I am the anti-substance of time and
space. Heygul is my name, the Angel Heygul, first discovered by the Persians. The Arabs were naming stars
and the Persians were naming angels.

Angels like me aren't bound by time and space. We are
omnipresent - one of the traits of the godheads themselves. Not omnipotent however. Omnipotence is an
ambition that has kept Iandor's Humien species in hot
water. Omnipresence is a mindblower for you embedded Humeins. You imagine all of god’s eyes are on you
in your present.
Angels don't envy the god-heads, the unnameable substance at the core of creation. We celebrate eternally
with a chorus of hums that Humeins have confused
with harps. But that's not all we do. Unbound by time,
we actually do everything simultaneously. Unbounded
we are all everywhere. Omnipresent. It all goes back to
those presents under the tree, the liturgical nows we
celebrate together. The pure gift of the creators- Grace
they call it

He carried around
A bag of sand
Just to remind himself
This was all planned
He carried around
A box of nails
So he wouldn’t forget
Everyone/thing fails

Iandor, despite heir yogic training, is generally drawn to
the generative organs of any species shey explores.
This was true in this case but it was more like an attempted return to the womb - Pronostics all have
wombs - than a stab at baby making.

Naming angels is a good thing for the namer - it attracts
the angelic anti-substance. Once you have that
you
are in possession of a Vessel the shape of an Idea. And
as long as you focus on the name you'll find you have
more ways to move than flies circling in a warm room.
That's what Iandor has been doing a lot of - moving.
Heir species calls heir a Starbreaker. Romantic space
opera slush. You'll get plenty of that if you're still living
by the time we get down on the planet TENDERLY, an
HQ site for Iandor's Order - the Colgars. These Confessions involve revenge, retribution, revolution, and
resolution. They take place in a cycle of time.

Nursery Rhyme #3

He carries around
A basket of snakes
And wonders how much
And how many it takes
He carries around
A bucket of rocks
Until he can find
The nails in the box.

the Present - packed with every idea the godheads ever
had.
Humeins fondly believe that they are not social creatures. They imagine themselves as Angelic beings that
are species in themselves.
What's a species? It's an idea looking for another idea it
can fuck. But an angel is a continual self-fucking. An
angel's orgasm isn't something to get hung up on however. It's the background radiation of angelic existence its noise our anti-substance makes. Humeins sort of
get that but think it applies to them. The narcissism of
delusional individualism. You're as social as Wasps in
the evening, as Bees in the afternoon - collecting, collecting, collecting.
Iandor has a decent grasp of this in fact. Shey never
doubts heir life of service. Shey shares that with the
mission of heir Order: to keep the Humein species from
its career of involuntary genocide.

Humeins are dedicated to right here, a privileged
present - but really it's a universe of privilege. Everyone
of you is riding a cascade of Presence. It's pouring
thicker than salt. And the joke is that what's in there is

-Paul Encimer

~ From a decades long unfinished project.
Paul would often cite the characters and story arcs of this epic
sci-fi Saga, but he came to realize he didn’t have the heart to
conclude the story which logically led to the destruction of
humanity, something he was not willing to do. He considered
the project a 30 year old unfinished suicide note.

~ T.M. Gaines,
Spring 2020

"I sense the world might be
more dreamlike,
metaphorical, and poetic
than we currently believe~
but just as irrational as
sympathetic magic when looked at
in a typically scientific way.
I wouldn't be surprised if poetry~
poetry in the broadest sense, in the sense
of a world filled with metaphor,
rhyme, and recurring patterns,
shapes, and designs~
is how the world works.
The world isn't logical,
it's a song.”
~ David Byrne

Next Step to End the War on Drugs?
California state senator Scott Wiener a Democrat representing the San Francisco
Bay area’s 11th District, has authored a bill, he hopes that in following the lead of
places such as Oakland, Santa Cruz and the District of Columbia – all cities which
have decriminalized psychedelics – California will move one step closer to decriminalizing the use and possession of all drugs, something that
Oregon passed by voter initiative in November.

“People should not be going to jail for possessing or
using drugs, It’s a health issue, not a criminal issue, and
I hope that we get all the way there.”

which regulatory body would oversee personal and therapeutic use
of these substances for mental health treatment.
Wiener did not include Peyote as one of the substances because of a shortage of
the drug among indigenous practitioners, he said. Peyote is a sacred plant for many
indigenous tribes, and at the behest of the native community, the bill will not decriminalize peyote, or mescaline when it is sourced from peyote.
In his advocacy, Johnson found that the biggest opponent of decriminalization have
been law enforcement, who cite public safety concerns, and those in the private
rehabilitation industry. Wiener hopes that testimony from veterans – the bill is sponsored by two groups who help them with PTSD – and therapists who support the
therapeutic use of psychedelics will break down prejudices about psychedelics users.

This bill would decriminalize possession and personal use of
Psilocybin, MDMA, LSD, Ketamine, DMT, Mescaline and
Ibogaine – all drugs that can be used for medical treatment.
While the decriminalization would apply for any kind
of possession or use, not just medical, the bill makes a
point to tout the medical benefits of psychedelics, a
strategy familiar to drug policy reform advocates.

“There’s a stereotype of who’s using psychedelics, but it’s much
broader than that and when you have veterans coming into the Capitol
talking about how psychedelics help them with PTSD and help them
get their lives back, that’s incredibly powerful for legislators,” he said.
Lauren Taus, a licensed clinical social worker who facilitates Ketamine therapy,
is adamant that plant medicine therapy is only a potent tool, not a solution, in mental health work – but one that should be decriminalized as soon as possible.

“That’s how it worked with cannabis,” said Anthony Johnson,
a longtime advocate and chief petitioner for Oregon’s Measure
110, the initiative that decriminalized personal possession of
small amounts of all illicit drugs. “It’s definitely a way to help people that need it first and foremost, but also then to educate the
public about these substances of how the drug war has been a
failed policy and how there is a better approach.”
The bill would also expunge criminal records for people convicted of possession or
personal use of these substances and create a task force to recommend

“We are in a mental health crisis and Covid-19 has exacerbated what was
already a crisis,” Taus said. “And the causes of trauma are multiplying way
faster than the solutions. Current treatment is generally not very eﬀective.
Psychedelic medicine has been engaged with globally for eons.
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This stuﬀ works and we deserve to have access
to solutions that will be sustainable.”

